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Etown w/ Joan Osborne, Bruce Cockburn, Lincoln Center, Fort Collins, February 18, 2009. 

by Tim Van Schmidt 

Style, power, grit and soulful glory. They're all present when Joan Osborne is singing on stage and her 

appearance last night at the Lincoln Center during a taping of radio program Etown was no exception. 

Not a full show by Osborne- her set was part of a bigger program taping that also included solo sets by 

Bruce Cockburn. Still, she mustered plenty of what makes her one of the jewels of adult contemporary 

music- that great, strong husky voice and the confidence to wield it any way she wants to. 

Last night, Osborne wasn't even playing with her own band. Although accompanied by Keith Cotton on 

keyboards and vocals from her band, the rest of the ensemble was made up of host Nick Forster and the 

E-tones band. This is where the editing comes in- this two hour event will be edited down to a one hour 

show, so the radio audience won't ever know about a false start, for instance, during one of Osborne's 

tunes. Osborne took advantage of the situation to do her own re-do of one of the tunes- and I don't 

think anyone was complaining about getting to hear her again. Considering the circumstances, Osborne 

delivered plenty with ease, underscoring her natural talent. 

On this occasion, Osborne featured a big chunk of her recent Womanly Hips album "Little Wild One," 

including the title song, "Hallelujah in the City," "Sweeter Than the Rest" and "Cathedrals" but also 

included a strong reading of old favorite "St Theressa" Osborne also handled herself well during the sit 

down interview portion with Forster, very poised and relaxed for a woman who had just sung her lungs 

out moments before. She seems to be a class act all the way around. 

There was also plenty of grit in Cockburn's performance too. Cockburn was celebrating his upcoming 

release on True North Records- a double live CD, "Slice O Life," his first solo live recording and his 30th 

album- by digging in and delivering challenging words and strong guitar work. This included versions of 

tunes such as "Pacing the Cage" and "If a Tree Falls," which featured something no other audience will 

see when Cockburn tours in April- back-up by Helen and Nick Forster. The set also included an 

instrumental tune that fully showcased Cockburn's strong, even aggressive guitar style. Editing will 

probably play a part here- it will be interesting to see if all of Cockburn's songs are used. 

The evening also included the presentation of Etown's E-Chievement Award to Global Explorers co-

founders David Shurna and Julie Ivker Dubin. The organization, based in Fort Collins, matches young 

people with travel experiences to foster "better global citizens." Shurna and Dubin were nominated by a 

listener and Shurna accepted the award for the pair. 

But I'm sorry, all else paled when Joan Osborne was on the stage- even as part of the easygoing finale 

with Cockburn and the Forsters and the E-tones on the tune "How Sweet It Is." Any show that features 

her is worth checking out and the radio audience is in for a treat on that score alone. Better yet, go see 

this lady live. Thanks to Etown I got to. 


